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ROCHE CV 

•  364 terms 

•  No definitions 

•  Each mapped to set of GO terms 

•  Term names mostly refer to 

•  cell type 

•  chemical 

•  protein or protein family 

•  biological process 

•  molecular function 



ROCHE CV 

•  What is it used for: 

•  Term enrichment 

•  Reduced redundancy compared to working with whole GO 

•  Limited list of terms with appropriate specificity & relevance 

•  Enrichment to orthogonal concepts useful to their research 

•  cell type specific process 

•  tissue specific processes 

•  Example: mapping to cartilage processes useful when 
studying ectopic cartilage formation in fibrosis. 



ROCHE CV 



Approach 

•  Map each term to an OWL class expression: 

•  Use this class expression to generate a list of mapped terms 

 

•  Store data as tsv on GitHub 

 

•  Generate tsv reports to 

•  Compare manual mapping to automated mapping 

•  Capture feedback from Roche 



Approach - OWL 

•  Make union relations 

•  e.g. part_of_OR_regualtes_OR_capable_of_part_of 

•  Simple class expression + ELK (VERY FAST) 

 

•  e.g. part_of_OR_regualtes_OR_capable_of_part_of 
some DNA repair 



Design patterns for terms 



GitHub interaction 

•  Markdown 

•  README.md in each directory for instructions – displayed by default 

•  Autogenerated summary reports 



GitHub interaction – tsv results files 



GitHub interaction 

•  Version control 

•  Git => very solid versioning system 

•  GitHub allows easy user interaction via web 



Issue tracker 

•  Simple API 

•  Simple, flexible system of tags and milestone 



Workflow 

Map to pattern 
Refine pattern/
edit ontology  

Check results 
 

Roche approves 
pattern-based 
definition? 

Release to Roche No 

Yes Roche edits and 
approves 
mapping? 

No 

Finished 

Yes 



Results 

•   308/364 RCV terms: 

•  Mapped to OWL queries 

•  Results reviewed and accepted by Roche 

•  New mapping now in daily usage at Roche 

•  Many gaps and errors found in GO and corrected 
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Manual mappings still 
required 

•  Most terms require only small 
numbers of additional, 
manual mappings.   
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Automation identified many missing RCV 
mappings 



Paper in progress 

•  Emphasis: 

•  Automating generation of alternative GO views with relevance 
to pharmacological research. 

•  Plan to submit to SWAT4LS 2015 with aim of getting a J. 
Bio-Med Semantics paper. 



Work in progress 

•  Automated generation of RCV mappings (Jenkins) 

•  System for adding new RCV terms 
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